, each adjacent pair of vertices is adjacent to exactly other vertices, and each non-adjacent pair of vertices is adjacent to exactly other vertices. The notation is that of two-class association schemes, to which strongly regular graphs are abstractly equivalent. As defined by Bose and Shimamoto [3] , a two-class association scheme consists of a finite set of v elements together with a scheme of relations among them such that (i) any two distinct elements are either first associates or second associates;
(ii) each element has exactly n. (second) associates, it follows from the above definition that G is strongly regular. Conversely, given a (finite) strongly regular graph a two-class association scheme is G with parameters 1 2 n l , Pll' Pll' obtained by associating the elements with vertices and defining two elements to be first (second) associates iff the corresponding vertices are adjacent (non-adjacent). This latter equivalence is a result of the fact that the constancy of the three parameters ficient to guarantee the constancy of the remaining parameters, and to determine them uniquely through well-known relations. Thus only three i of the eleven parameters v, n., P'k (i, j, k = 1, 2) are independent.
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The generalization of the above definition to an m-class association scheme is straightforward, but for m 2 3 the graph-theoretic representation is usually lost. Certain classes of graphs, however, do correspond to m-class association schemes in which the association class to which two elements belong is determined by the graph-theoretic distance between the corresponding vertices. Such a graph is said to be metrically regular of diameter m. A connected strongly regular graph 2 (Pl1 > 0) is therefore metrically regular of diameter two.
The present paper considers two questions associated with strongly regular graphs. In Section 3, we investigate the consequences of dropping the regularity condition in the definition of a strongly regular graph. We show that the irregular graphs satisfying the remaining two conditions fall into two infinite classes and have a very simple structure.
In Sections 4 and 5, we consider the class of strongly regular graphs with 2 Pll = 1. This investigation is motivated by the proof of values for is given.
In Section 6, we define the Moore geometries MG(r, k, d), the graphs associated with which may be regarded as generalizations of Moore graphs of diameter d. However, the investigation of the detailed properties of these geometries and graphs is reserved for a future communication.
2. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY. We consider finite, undirected linear graphs. A graph will be denoted G = (V, E), where V is the vertex set and E the edge set. The elements of E are two-element subsets of V. We use the symbol (x, y) to denote an arbitrary twoelement subset of V. Two vertices x, yare adjacent or non-adjacent according as (x, y) E E or (x, y~E.
For x, y E V, we define
The valence of x E V will be denoted d(x), equal to the cardinality of A(x).~(x,y) denotes the cardinality of A(x,y). 3. IRREGULAR GRAPHS WITH CONSTANT. In terms of our the following hold: fixed non-negative integers notation, a strongly regular graph is a graph G = (V, E) such that for
We may assume additionally, to exclude trivialities, that strongly - Evidently GO(r,k,s) satisfies (A2) and (A3) with 1 2
but is not regular. We define = r~1, s~l}.
Next suppose r~2, k~2, and define a graph Gl(r,k) as fol- We then have Let 1 2 P II , P II be non-negative integers and let G = (V,E)
be a graph such that
Then exactly one of the following holds:
(a) G is regular; hence strongly regular, Let (x,y) E E and define
If K(x,y) is not a clique, there exist vertices zl' z2 E A(x,y) such that (zl' zZ)~E, which contradicts (A3) , since x,y E A(zl,z2).
Thus K(x,y) is a clique, and clearly maximal. We have (PI) Every pair x,y of adjacent vertices in G is contained in a unique maximal clique K(x,y) defined by (3.5).
Since Z PH = 1 > 0, G has no isolated vertices, so every maximal clique has the form (3.5). Thus Let xo' Yo be non-adjacent vertices of G. Let Zo = A(xO'YO)' The requirement that a l , a 2 be integral imposes necessary conditions on the parameters of G. Applying the theorem to G(r,k), we have, from Theorem 2,
If l::. is not a square, then clearly N must vanish, which implies r = k = 2. The graph G(2,2) is, of course, the pentagon. We assume below, therefore, that (r,k) # (2,2).
Then l ::. must be a square, so we set (502) 2
Noting that k-1 and k-1 + a must be of the same parity, we put a = 2b in (5.2) and simplify, obtaining By the Bose-Mesner Theorem, N/Ii must be integral. We consider two cases.
by any power of two without We may therefore multiply CASE 1. k t 1 (mod 4): In this case c is odd, so 2t + c is Let there be two types of elements 'points' and 'lines', and a relation of 'incidence', such that a point mayor may not be incident with a line. Then we have a Moore geometry MG(r, k, 2) if there exist integers r, k such that r~k~2 and the following axioms hold.
(1) Each line is incident with k points, k~2.
(2) Each point is incident with r lines, r~k. and the associated graphs will be studied in a subsequent communication.
